
 
(Use these tips for finding the right fit for you!) 

 
STEP 1. SHOP YOUR TOP 

Start by thinking of the favorite layering top you always go to...Use that size as the base for 
choosing your Halftee, Remember you don’t have to compensate for the middle!  :) 

 
STEP 2. CHOOSE YOUR COMFORT 

 
A. If you love and are comfortable in your top from STEP 1, choose that same size for 

your HALFTEE (remember you can reverse your halftee for a higher neckline or more 
length if needed). 
 

B. If you prefer a roomier fit, with more breathing room in the arms, or you are particularly 
busty for your size- we would recommend sizing UP! 
 

C. If you find yourself between sizes-- if you REVERSE your Halftee you will get the added 
length you need for those half-step sizes. ALSO a tip: If you are larger than a B cup the 
FLIP side usually is a great fit! 

 
D. IF you are shopping our ELEGANT or LACE products we always recommend sizing UP 

from your STEP 1 Choice and 2 Sizes if you choose a roomier fit :) 
 

STEP 3. BUY WITH CONFIDENCE 
We offer a 100% satisfaction guarantee for your Halftee purchase and for future purchases. If 
you make a mistake in sizing we will quickly make sure through FREE EXCHANGES that we 

get it perfect for you! 
 



**** You can always call one of our Halftee Experts at 801.900.7440 to guide you through the sizing 
process---we are here to help you find your  “just right” fit **** 

BASE SIZING REFERENCE 
 
 

Halftee Size 
(choose the 

same as your 
favorite TEE) 

 ON the 
FLIP SIDE 
REVERSED 
HALFTEE 

 

XS 0-2 XS 0-2 

S 2-6 S 4-6 

M 6-10 M 8-10 

L 10-14 L 12/14 

XL 14-16 XL 14-16 

1X 16-18 1X 16-18 

2X 18-20 2X 18-20 

3X 20-24 3X 22-24 

4X 24-26 4X 24-26 

5X 26-28 5X 26-28 

6X 28-30 6X 28-30 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 

 
 


